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Third quarter results and the comments of industry leaders are more anticipated by industry insiders
than perhaps any results in recent years. Why? TiPMC provides our view of the near-term industry
future within our latest price forecast. It’s more than just forecasted pricing. TiPMC provides our
logic based on up-to-the-minute data. We also provide an innovative methodology to review 
industry capacity utilization that we believe will provide greater insight into pricing and the behavior
of the key industry players moving forward.

As we cover a number of critical topics, our five-year TiO2 forecast provides an outlook in terms 
of the bottom line:  Where does price settle for the global TiO2 market through the current 
Pandemic, the recovery, and the rest of the first half of the 2020’s:

• Why is North America becoming increasingly important to the TiO2 industry? What does it
take to win, and who is best positioned?

• June/July/August import statistics are becoming available. What is demand for the remainder
of 2020?

• Where does TiPMC see pricing in the next six quarters in each region, and how will Chinese
production, particularly Lomon Billions, impact pricing over the time period?

• How is Europe’s future becoming increasingly important to all producers? What does it take
to have a winning strategy in developed Europe and the developing regions of EMEA?

• Where is global and regional price headed under the various scenarios?

Only an in-depth understanding of the dynamics can provide a clear forecast of pricing based 
on potential scenarios. Readers can follow the news, and follow our predictive path on the 
development of TiO2 price. 

Our Subscribers and VIP Members get the most unique insight on the industry and stay a step
ahead of everyone else. Our partnership with Robert Fry Economics LLC provides groundbreaking
data that digs deep into the nature of TiO2 demand, and provides never before detailed analytics.
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Interested in learning more about our subscription and VIP Membership? Visit our website or 
contact us directly. We can prepare the perfect package to meet your needs.

Interested in learning more about TiPMC Consulting, Robert Fry Economics LLC, or our other 
collaboration partners? Visit either website, or contact us directly. We collaborate on webinar and
seminar services to provide you and your clients the most unique and most trusted view on the
TiO2, Mineral Sandsand Chemical Industry moving forward.

Current Subscribers Log-in, click here. 
To visit TiPMC Consulting website, click here

To become a Subscriber or for more information, click here.
To visit Robert Fry Economics LLC website, click here.

I welcome your calls, questions and requests,

Gerry Colamarino
Managing Director, TiPMC Consulting

610.274.1603 (O)
408.368.8859 (C)
gcolamarino@tipmcconsulting.com
www.tipmcconsulting.com
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